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executively ... Bi’fon I placed it under an interdict
after a brawl with ngwerong in 1925, which
occasioned the intervention of a British officer.
This did not prevent a second brawl ten years later
which led to the destruction of its compound and
reorganization. Som III is said to have favoured
it despite tensions in 1958. There was a further
affray in 1976” (Chem-Langhee et al. 1985: 172).

From its underdog position, r/giri Nso’ has
always been striving to catch up with r/weror/,
even to surpass it. Up to the 1940s, r/giri Nso’
had no wooden masks. It was only in 1948 that
shigwala she r/giri began to wear a mask similar
to that of mabu ijwerong, a gift from the Fon of
Oku, as we have seen earlier. In 1958, yee r/giri
(mother of r/giri) in Nso’ still had no mask (other
than a gowned and hooded figure) although it had
a strong medicine (shiv) and musical instruments
(Chem-Langhee et al. 1985: 172). Then, in the
1960s, there was a proliferation of masks; r/giri
Nso’ created five new masquerades and modified
the existing ones thus surpassing r/weror/’ s number
by two. This development which must be seen in
the light of competition between the two societies
did not go unnoticed in Oku. The princes in
Oku were determined to restart the r/gele society.
An opportunity presented itself during the death
celebration of No Ntok Nenembang in October
1971.

When one Fon’s mother died at Jiyane - it was No Ntok

Nenembang - we had to make r/gele well-equipped. You
see, r/gele in those days before 1971 was not all those
things you see coming out like that. They were not.
r/gele was only that shior/. So now in 1971, we saw that
you cannot be calling something r/gele, r/gele, when it
is not as r/gele should be. So we had to bring in wan
mabu and all these other things (Seh Peter Kerning, 2nd
September 2004).

For this celebration the princes of Oku bor
rowed two masks and gowns from r/giri Nso’
in addition to their own r/gele masks shior/ and
displayed them at the Fon’s palace. The two mas
querades were wan mabu and no r/gele (yee r/giri
in Nso’). r/giri Nso’ also supplied them with the
necessary musical instruments. This performance
of r/gele with its borrowed masquerades and music
hit Oku like a bombshell. It took the people of
Oku by surprise and caused panic amongst the
members of kwifon. Kwifon feared competition.
They told the princes that they did not want “two
ngumba (i.e., kwifon societies) for country” (Faay
Manko). They were especially incensed by the
r/gele music, seemingly because it sounded very
much like kwifon’s music, although according to

Faay Ndintonen their music was quite distinct from
that of kwifon. It seems that kwifon was afraid that
r/gele would soon be using r/gemse (double bells).
Shey Alfred Ngwiy admitted that it would have
been difficult to distinguish the music played by
kwifon at night and the one of r/gele had r/gele used
r/gemse. So they refrained from including r/gemse
in their inventory of musical instruments.

So why this uproar and why this fierce opposi
tion to the “new look” of r/gele in Oku? Several
reasons have been brought forward. The intro
duction of the “radical” or “Nso’-type” r/gele, as
some people call it, was seen as a threat to the

political order. It was viewed by many as foreign
to Oku tradition and as a challenge to the existing
powers in Oku, especially to the Fon and to kwi
fon. According to Faay Mbuh Yang Daniel, MP,
Fon Sends was afraid that “if r/gele was given
the go-ahead it would usurp the power of kwifon.
Sends saw kwifon as the only legitimate authority
in Oku and anything with the slightest resemblance
to it was not to be allowed in Oku because it

would diminish the strength of kwifon. Sentis did
not want to see his ‘government’ which is kwifon
destroyed.”

Since it feared the power of the “new” r/gele,
kwifon forbade Mbele who were members of
kwifon as well as r/gele (ghel jiise se baa -
people of two roads) to attend r/gele (Pa Tantoh
Mbungwa). It seems that one of the main reasons
for discomfort amongst Oku people was the fact
that it was a new thing. Kwifon, being a traditional
and very conservative institution, was vehemently
opposed to any new or modern addition to their
respected tradition. It must also be said that the
introduction of the “new” or “radical” r/gele was
sudden and abrupt. People did not know anything
about it and still had to get used to it.

This forceful appearance of r/gele during the
death celebration of No Ntok Nenembang at the
palace had serious consequences. Fon Sentie had
been forewarned that the r/gele society was going
to display their new r/gele masks. He reported
the matter to the administration in Kumbo and
requested that police should be sent to monitor
the situation. He was afraid that the appearance of
the new r/gele masks would cause public disorder.
The administration complied and sent three police
officers.

 The police arrived in Flak on Wednesday,
13th October 1971. They were Brigadier Lukong
Evaristus and Constables Lunga Emmanuel and
Moses Andongcho. On arrival at the Oku Palace
they called the leaders of r/gele and, in the presence
of the Fon and parliamentarian Mbuh Yang Daniel,


